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• 16 workshops in two public primary
schools in Ghent, Belgium in April/May 2019

• 83 participants, attending grades 5 and 6,
9–12 years old

• Focus group:
• RQ: to what extent children are

cognisant of their privacy and data
protection rights

• Co-design exercise:
• RQ: which information formats appeal to

children when providing the (legally
required) information about personal
data processing to them?



Focus groups

• “private”: “things that other people cannot or do not have to 
know about”, “something that is only for you to know”

• often context that determines whether a specific piece of 
information is perceived as private or not

• children of 9–12 years consciously employ a number of 
(online) privacy management strategies (e.g. controlling the 
public, giving false information)

• children trust schools, city administration and doctors 
handling their personal data

• knowledge of data protection rights and of more detailed 
data processing actions, the purposes of data collection, 
sharing and general use in commercial contexts, children’s 
understanding was much more limited



Children’s scepticism
regarding requests to 
consent to privacy 
policies online:

“Privacy policies are 
written in such a way 
that no one wants to 
read them.”

Article 12 General Data Protection Regulation
Transparent information, communication and
modalities for the exercise of the rights of the data
subject

1. The controller shall take appropriate measures
to provide any information referred to in Articles 13
and 14 and any communication under Articles 15
to 22 and 34 relating to processing to the data
subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and
easily accessible form, using clear and plain
language, in particular for any information
addressed specifically to a child.



Co-design workshops 
posters
mind maps
online and offline games

quizzes
(animated) videos
vlogs

sketches
explanatory pictures or drawings
letters
funny advertisements
puzzles and websites



not boring! 

colourful, symbols, logos, visually appealing 

concrete, direct, specific examples

links to their day-to-day reality, feature people 
they are familiar with 

clear target group, tailored to their specific (age) 
group as much as possible

be involved in its creation (for example, to 
feature in the information videos created for 
them and their peers)



While children have the right to be informed in an honest and age-
appropriate way about the nature and consequences of the
processing of their personal data, it is equally or perhaps more
important to implement regulation that imposes and enforces
requirements for data processing in children’s best interests.
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